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4.0 OBJECTIVES 

The primary objective of this unit is to understand the emerging picture of the Indian 
nation in the colonial period as it appears in Mulk Raj Anand's Untouchable. In the 
novel, Anand focuses on the three given religions-Hinduism, Islam, and 
Christianity. In addition to these is the fourth-preached by Gandhiji-the religion of 
humanity. 

4.1 THE PICTURE OF A FRAGMENTED NATION 

A cursory reading of the text makes it obvious that Untouchable does not directly 
deal with the complexities of nationalism. But in presenting the life of Bakha, an 
untouchable, the novel shows that the idea of Indian nation / national culture 
emerging in the colonial period S l e d  to include within its body the whole of the 
demographic mass that it claimed to represent. Partha Chatte rjee in Nation and its 
Fragments (1994) argues that W e  formation of a 'national culture' was necessarily 
built upon the privileging of an 'essential tradition,' which in turn was defined by a 
system of exclusions."' 

How does Anand convey the isolation and exclusion of the untouchables in a novel 
which covers a time span of only one day? The novel opens with a description of the 
outcastes' colony which is excluded both from the town and the cantonment. 

A group of mud-walled houses that clustered together in two rows, under the 
shadow both of the town and the cantonment; but outside their boundaries 
and separate fiom them. There lived the scavengers, the leather workers, the 
washermen, the barbers, the water-caniers, the grass-cutters and the other 
outcastes from Hindu society. (U, p. 11) 

However, the next paragraph describes Bakha, the untouchable, as a "strong and able- 
bodied" man, who "thought" the outcastes' colony to be "an 'uncongenial' place to 
live in," (U, p. 13) and who was at the same time "caught by the glamour of the 
white-man's life" (U, p. 14) Thus Anand humanizes the untouchable by letting the 
reader see things fiom Bakha's perspective and by giving the reader an access to his 
private thoughts and emotions. The impact of Bakha's sufferings is further 
accentuated by the near total identification of the narrative voice with that of the 



Untouchable 
hero's. Saros Cowasjee remarks: "So strong is the identification with his hero that for 
the best p g t  of the novel we forget the presence of the n~velist ."~ 

The exclusion of the hero is further accentuated by the novel's episodic structure in 
which edch episode serves as a form of community existence from which Bakha is 
socially dr emotionally e~cluded.~ For instance, Bakha's casual walk through the 
main street of the city becomes loaded with meaning when it highlights the 
humiliation that an"untouchab1e constantly experiences. Even while paying for sweets 
Bakha's "head was bent [and] he was vaguely ashamed and self-conscious at be~ng 
seen buying sweets" (U, p. 5 1). This is followed by the crucial moment in the novel 
when Bakha is slapped for 'touching' an upper caste Hindu. Anand observes: 

His [Bakha's] first impulse was to run, just to shoot across the throng, away. 
far away from torment. But he realised that he was surrounded by a banier, 
not a physical barrier, because one push from his hefty shoulders would have 
been enough to unbalance the skeleton-like bodies of the onlookers, but a 
moral one. He knew that contact with him, if he pushed through, would defile 
a great many more of these men. (U, p. 52) 

The incident jolts Bakha into an awareness of his position in the social order. .When 
surrounded by the mob, Bakha realizes that the banier was not "a physical barrier, 
because one push from his hefty shoulder would have been enough to unbalance the 
skeleton-like onlookers, but a moral one." (U, p. 54) The moment is crucial because it 
is for the first time that Bakha becomes painfully aware of the fact that he is an 
untouchable: 

Like a ray of light shooting through darkness, the recognition of his position, 
the significance of his lot dawned upon him. . . . A shock had passed through 
his perceptions, previously numb and torpid, and had sent a quiver into his 
being, stirred his nerves of sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste, all into a 
quickening. 'I am an Untouchable!' he said to himself. (U, p. 59) 

His helplessness is fhrther demonstrated in the next episode when his sister is 
molested and subsequently humiliated by the priest. Through these and other 
episodes, Anand shows the marginalized status of the Untouchables in India. 

Further, instead of a simplistic portrayal of a Hindu-Muslim divide, the novel shows 
the complexities of the problems involbed in the emerging model of the nation by 
highlighting the alliance between the lower caste Hindus and Muslims; the lower 
caste Hindus and English; and the rifts within the Hindu lower castes'itself. It is 
impossible for the outcastes' to organize themselves into any sort of a movement 
against the oppression of the upper caste Hindus since they b e  themselves divided 
into a hierarchy of castes. Gulabo, the washerwoman, "ought herself superior to 
every other outcaste, firstly because she claimed a high place in the hierarchy of the 
castes among the lower castes, secondly because a well-known Hindu gentlemen in 
the town who had been her lover in her youth was still kind to her in her middle age." 
(U, pp. 27-28) Bakha's situation is peculiar since he not only belongs to the lower 
class-but within the lower caste he belongs to the lowest category: "Ram Charan was 
adniitted to be ofthe higher caste among them, because he was a washerman. Chdta, 
the leather-worker's son, came next in hierarchy, and Bakha was of the third and 
lowest category." (U, p. 108) Thus B& hces a double alienation since he is 
alienated both from the upper and the lower caste Hindus. 

The exclusion of the lower castes shows the gaps in the model of the nation based on 
privileging an essential tradition: on the one hand a bulk ofthe population does not 



faces a threat from within, since exclusion of the lower castes forces the formation of 
a possible alliance of the lower caste Hindus with the Muslims and the Christians. 

Chmua Achebe in Things Fall Apart also deals with a similar phenomenon. "The 
native community begins to break apart after the arrival of the Christian missionaries, 
who admitted the outcastes into the church. 'These outcastes, or osu, seeing that the 
new religion welcomed twins and such abominations, thought that it was possible that 
they would also be received.'*lnitially there is a protest against the inclusion of the 
outcastes, but Mr. Kaiga, who is in charge of the congregation, argues that "Before 
God . . . there is no slave or free. We are all the children of God and we must receive 
these our brothers.'" 

A similar issue is raised by Anand in Untouchable. Colonel Hutchinson, chief of the 
local Salvation Army targets the Untouchables as possible converts to Christianity. 
He was always seen ''talking to some Untouchable in the rubbish heaps about divinity 
and trinity." (U, p. 135) For the Untouchable Bakha, conversion into Christianity not 
only promises an equal status with other human beings but also in the bargain the 
hope of becoming a Sahib. Bakha, even though the priest's songs baffle and bore 
him, follows him 

because the Sahib wore trousers. Trousers had been the dream of his life. The 
kindly interest which the trousered man had shown him when he was 
downcast had made Bakha conjure up pictures of himself wearing the Sahib's 
clothes, talking the Sahib's language and becoming like the guard whom he 
had seen on the railway station near his village. (U, p. 143) 

At the same time Bakha is influenced by Christ's message of equality: "'He 
sacrificed Himself for the rich and the poor, for the Brahmin and the Bhangis' . . . 
'Han, han, Sahib, I [Bakha] understand, 'Yessuh Messih makes no difference 
between the Brahmin and myself ." (U, p. 144) But most of what the Salvationist 
says makes no sense to Bakha: 

He hadn't understood very much what the Salvationist said. He didn't like 
the idea of being called a sinner. He had committed no sins that he could 
remember. How could he confess his sins? Odd. What did it mean confessing 
sins? 'Does the Sahib want some secret knowledge?' He wondered. (U, p. 
145) 

The Salvationist instead of understanding the actual problems of Bakha mystifies the 
Christian religion which,repel Bakha from the possible option of cornersion to 
Christianity. Unlike Akhebe's Things Fall Apart, in which the conver$ion of the 
outcastes to Christianity breaks the clan, Anand in the Untouchable does not deal 
with such a possibility in any depth. However, by highlighting the possibility of an 
alliance between the lower castes and the Christians, the novel shows the dangers the 
Hindu community was hcing from within. 

As mentioned earlier, the novel demonstrates how the exclusion of the lower caste 
Hindus and Muslims forces the formation of an unspoken alliance between the two. 
Bakha feels "much nearer" to the Muslims whom 'Yhe Hindus considered outcastes." 
(U, pp. 48-49) It is a Muhammadan tonga-wallah who comes to Bakha's rescue when 
he is humiliated by the 'touched7 Hindu in the market: 

'Leave him, never mind, let him go, come along, tie your turban,' consoled 
the tonga-wallah, who being a Muhammadan and thus also an Untouchable 
from the orthodox Hindu point of view, shared the outcaste's resentment to a 
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4.2 HINDUISM 

It is significant that Bakha is constricted by a "moral" hindrance and by a notion of 
defilement. Both concepts are products of orthodox Hinduism which misinterprets the 
caste-system invented by the Aryans. What had begun as a classitidon based on the 
type of work performed by individuals, eventually decayed into a rigid stratification 
with the Brahmans forming the top of the pyramid, followed by the Kshatriyas and 
the Vaishyas, with the Shudras forming the base. Thus caste was a gro* system 
based on services and fiqctions. It was meant to be an all-inclusive order without any 
common dogma and allowing the hllest latitude to each group. 

While the first thee castes occupied fairly important positions in their society, the 
Shudras were treated as the outcastes. These outcastes-though important for keeping 
the caste stratification intact-were made to feel superfluous and unwanted. Their 
function of keeping their society clean earned them the rubric of "untouchables" and 
progressively they were pushed to the margins of their society-literally and 
figuratively. Their plight is focussed on through little m e o  scenes in tke novel 
which speak for themselves, like the scene at the well, the events at the temple, 
Bakha's humiliation in the market-place, and the attempt on Sohini's honour. 

Anand also stresses the fact that "defilement" and "pollution" are not related to a 
sense of hygiene in the Hindu community, but instigated by religion. At the opening 
of the novel, when Bakha is cleaning the toilets, we are told: 

And though his job was duty he remained comparatively clean. He didn't 
even soil his sleeves handling the commodes, sweeping and scrubbing them. 
. . Havildar Charat Smgh, who had the Hindu instinct for immaculate 
cleanliness, was puzzled when he emerged'fiom his painful half an hour in 
the latrines and caught sight of Bakha. Here was a lowcaste man who 
seemed clean. (U, p. 17) 

The contradictions inherent in the practice of untouchability are highlighted through 
Bakha's interactions with different sections of Indian society. On the question of 
education, Bakha ruminates on the absurdity of not being allowed to go to school on 
the pretext of being a sweeper's son, when "most of the Hindu children touched him 
willingly at hockey and wouldn't mind having him in school with them." (U, p.42) 
The betel-leaf seller and the sweet-shop owner take his money, even cheat him, but 
not before they have thrown water on the coins and thereby purified them. This 
throwing of water instead of "gangs-ja19'--the traditional purificatory instrument- 
for removing the pollution ffom an untouchable's money, throws light on the 
hollowness of jaded, inherited, notions of purity which have lost their significance 
and meaning bitt not their practice. Mulk Raj Anand explores the manner in which 
untouchability is addressed in different religions and the outcome of his study is truly 
illuminating. 

The religion which dominates the population of Bulandshahr, the setting of Anand's 
novel is Hinduism. Though important for the dominant social structure to validate 
and propagate itself, the outcastes are forever at the mercy of the upper-castes. So 
congenital is their subservience that even wronghl abuse is countered by servile 
admission; a point well-illustrated by Bakha's plea to the affronted upper-class 
Hindu: "I have erred now. I forgot to call. I beg your forgiveness. It won't happen 
again. I forgot. I beg your forgiveness. It won't happen again." (U, p. 53) 
Bsikha's innate sense of dignity is blunted by inherited notions of servility-"They 
are our masters. We must respect them and do as they tell us" (U, p. 88)-and in the 
temple sequence, his curiosity to ske the shrine pulls him towards it and we are told: 



But he soon lost his grace in the low stoop whlch the dead weight of years of 
habitual bending cast on him. He became the humble, oppressed underdog 
that he was by birth, afraid of everything, creeping slowly up, in a curiously 
hesitant, cringing movement. (U, p. 64) 
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Throughout the novel, the Hindus are shown treating him worse than they treat their 
animals. The barrage of insults which are showered on his head by the upper-castes- 
men and women alike-are merited by the accident of his birth as an untouchable. 
We are shown a community which is ridden with superstition, false notions of class, 
and hypocrisy. The Hindu priests-the Brahmans-are the worst of the lot and in the 
figure of Pun&t Kali Nath we see the worst possible conjunction of decadent 
traditions and hypocrisy. Though he would never allow an untouchable to enter the 
temple, he has no compunctions in making indecent suggestions to Sohini and even 
tries to molest her. Sohini's plight far ex~eeds  that of Bakha for she is doubly 
oppressed-as an untouchable and a woman. 

What comes through, quite unequivocally, is the unbridled exploitation of the 
outcastes at the hands of the upper-castes; through the figure of Bakha, Anand 
questions the assumptions based on which Hinduism practises untouchability and 
records the movements against untouchability, which were gaining force since the 
1920s, in Bakha's questioning of his deplorable position in society. 



Untouchable 

I 

. . 
Though the novel is dominated by a I3indu pqulaiio:;, considerabiz space -- glv::!; 

the M.uslims. This segment of the population is unco~aciuus of the Hind~~ 02s ~ g a l j z s ~  
the outcastes zs Islan~ treats all human beings cquaily; atd therefore, hzs E:; i~;xcticc C 

similar to untouchability. 

The empathy which B A b ,  technically :I. Hindu lower-caste; feels with the M::sli!ns .. 
"whom the Hindus considered outcastss :md who were, tiierefcre, much ricagc: ilIrn,': 
(U, p. 47) csrnes through iri a series of scen.cs in wt:ir,h B a h  interacts -,=lilihi:l ktn:. 
While the Hindu bdcl-ledseller flings a packet ofcigucttes at BBakha "as ;? t!itcher 
might throw a bone to rsn insistent dog snifing mind tht: corner of his shugI5 :I;. 

3 .  p.46) the Musliin barber asks E3aa.a to bend dom? md light his cigarette fr;:>rn ::is 

hukkah. The abuses which tlae Pflnciu showers on a hzpl~l; &&ha in the ranrket place 
is counterpointed by the cornpassionzte response of the t:xaga-wallah. 

. . 'Leave him, never mind, let him go, come aiong, tie your Pw-trari,' cO::3:>!:2d 

the tonga-wallah, who being a M&maa&311 a d  thus also an I_inro:,;ci~zi:.\i: 
- . ; . + . ~ ~ , ; ; f  * from the orthcdox Hindu point c.f view, shared the ~;;ceste's res.-..-, -%a: &>. .. ..- co .a 

certain degree. (U, p. 5 5 )  

Bakha's response to the event is in keeping witla his origi~ral empathy towsrd.s rht- 
,Wslims: "Tke tanga-~iallah was kind, He made me wcep ecliing me, in k r - i  wm.?:, . , ~ ; r c r  

take my things walk along. But he i s  a Muhaqmahi. They don't mind t:iezhi~g 
us, the Muhammadans and the Sahibs." (U, p, 57) 

The third segment ofthe population, of Bulandshahr, is co1i2posed of the "~ahibs" in 
the cantonment. Baldxi's interaction with the '%omnies," occasioned by hi.: 
employment in the barracks of a British r~girnent, offers him an avenue to see himself 
as something other than an untouchable. w;? are told: "The Tommies treated hi= as a 
human being and he had learnt to think of himself as superior to hs fclloiv 
outca.$tes," (U, p. 10) 

Muk Raj Anand rntroduces the Ck~i~ti%;i aizgle in  ihe rmve'; rkrctrgh the a~?r:icr,' 
pathetic figure of Colonel Iiutchinso~l, dlief 9f tiic lozaE Sa',-;ation ,Am.);. ;"i :;r:rc 
believer in his cause ef saving sou,uls, Colonel Hutckinsox is a propagaier ef 
conversion. We are told: 

". 
He was mamel!ously active for his thrce score years ar,d five, ;a**'r,;r. c:s~se~f 

P in hiding of yore in deep pits of filth or hehind hcaps of d-mg. to F C A ~ ~ C  I:)F 

-.,tr, rc h ~ s  some troubled outcaste who might be ti1 zd md hungry and u ~ ~ i : 3  i; --: 7- 

despair to the gospel of Christ. (U, p. 134i I 
It is this impulse which makes the colonel approach G&a and invite bi1-11 ;ii .I.,:;;< 5 ; 
"gigija-ghar." (U, p. 138) Though Bakha does not much oi'wh;r.t Ih;.: 
Colonel is singing or saymg, one statr,rnent afthe Colmcl gnes stnight .io ?;it, 3.25. -; . * I 

U;C "He [Christ] sacrificed Himself to heip us 311; Fol 14;s nch 3~16 the puor; fcjr ' ' ~  
Brahmin and the Bl~aacgi." (U, p. 142) i 
B d h ,  though doilbtfiil of the Cnl~nef's designs oil him, f~llows him becau~;  A,: is 
too much in awe of this Sahib who mixes with the cutcastes and also P,ecar!se bc feds 



that the Colonel might, otd of kindness, gift him a pair of used white trousers. The The Picture of a 
farcical and comical aspects of conversion, as a possible solstion for the outcastes to Fragmented 
end their miser)., are exposed by Bakha's inability to comprehend how he is a Nation 
'sinner;' (U, p. 1143) and the Colonel's inability to break out of his jargon to satisfy 
Barha's curious and que.iai',ning mind. 

Moreover, the Colonel's wife's outburst, "I can't keep tvaiting for you all day, while 
you go messing about with all dwse dirty bhangis and chams,"  (U, p. 145) shows 
B&ta &at social snobbev would leave no scope for Chrisnan tolerance and his 
dignity as a h u m a  being would suffer despite the act of conversion. 

4.5 THE RELIGION OF HURIANI'FY 

It was as if the: crowd had determined lo crush everythizg, however ancient or 
beautiful, that lay in then achievement of dl that Gandhiji stood for. It was as 
if t h ~ y  knew, by an instinct surer than that of c~nscious knowledge, that the 
things of the old decadertce must be destrcqed in order to make room for 

. thosc of new. (ti, pp 150-5 1) 

The above extract, taken f i on  the novt?:, elucidates the unifying power of Gaiidhiji's 
personality. He is referred to, in the course of the novel, as '-a legend, a tradition, an 
oracle," (U, y. 153) and his crusade against untouchability is throw% into relief by the 
response he elicits and the tvords that he speaks. Gandhiji's experiences as a child, 
his desire to be born as an untouchable- and thc story of tke eighteen-year-old 
Brahmin doing scavenger's work in his ashran, touch B W ' s  heart and he feels that 
"he could put his life in his hands and ask him to do what he liked with it. For him he 
would do anything." (U, p. 163) 

Gadhiji's views on Untouchability are clearly drcSr,ed in thc novel. In his speech, 
Gandhi observes: 

As you all know, while we are asking for freedom from the grip of a forcign 
nation, we have ourselves, for cen~iries, trampled underfoot millions of 
human beings without feeling the slightest remorse for our iniquity. For me, 
the question of these people is moral and religious. \%%en I undertook to fast 
unto death for ttleir s&e, it was in obedience to the call of my conscience.' 
(U, pp. 162-63) 

Hewever, Gandhi's views are not x c e ~ f e d  :n foio. T5e Poet at the end of the novel, 
even while hc accepts Gadhi's =?e.,vs on most subjects, quesqions Gadhi's stance 
vis-a-vis the introduction of ~nachine in India. He arges that India by remaining 
agricultirrd "has suffered for not accepting the machine. We must, of course, remedy 
that. 4 hate the machine. I icathe it. Bur I shall go against Gmdhi there and accept it. 
And I sure in time we wild lean1 to love it.'' f I / ,  p. 169) It is the new laws 
introduced by tile British in the lndian penal code along with the introduction of 
mirchine that will probably lead to the eradication of Untouchability: 

We must recognise an equality of rights, privileges and opportunities for 
everyone. l'he Mahatma didn't so say, but the legal and social basis of caste 
having been broken down by the British-indim penal code, which recognises 
the rights of every man before a court, caste is now nainlj*governed by 
profession. M e n  the sweepers change their profession, they wiil no longer 
remain Untouchables. And they can do that soon, f ~ r  the first thing we will 
do when we accept the machine will be to introduce the machine which 
ciears dazg witho'it arry~ne having to handle it-the flush system. Then the 
sweepers be free from the stigma of untouchability and assume the 
dignity of status that IS their right as useful %embers of a casteless and 



Untouchable The novel ends on a hopeful note with a probable solution for the Untouchables but 
in the process it reveals, directly or indirectly, the various problems that were 
inherent in the model of the nation that was based on a system of exclusion of 
minorities, Untouchables and outcastes. The possible alliance of the lower castes with 
the Muslims and Christians was a serious threat to the Hindu community around 
which the model of the nation was apparently based. Though there is a glimmer of 
hope at the end of the novel, there is no genuine possibility of a re-incorporation of 
outcastes into the Hindu community. Bakha till the end remains a passive spectator 
and not a doer: he can only hope for the introduction of the flush system but can 
himself do nothing about it: "'That machine,' he thought, 'which can remove dung 
without anyone having to handle it, I wonder what it is like? If only that 'gentreman' 
hadn't dragged the poet away, I could have asked him."' (U, p. 174) 

While in the crowd, Bakha is aware of "an insuperable barrier between himself and 
the crowd, the barrier of caste"; but he also feels that "Gandhi alone united him with 
them, in the mind, because Gandhi was in everybody's mind, including Bakha's." (U. 
p. 15 1) Anand offers no solution in the novel, with regard to untouchability, for it 
would be beyond his scope as a novelist, but what he does do-by playing off 
different points of view-is implant a seed of hope in Bakha's mind of the 
possibilities which the future might hold. 

Through Gandhiji's presence, Bakha is given a real possibility of recognizing himself 
as a human being in his own society. In a letter to Baba Saheb Ambedkar, Gandhiji 
argues: "Caste has nothing to do with religion . . . it is hannfhl to both spiritual and 
natural growth. Varna and Ashrarna are institutions which have nothing to do with 
castes." By calling the outcastes "Harijan"-the children of God-Gandhiji was 
striving to unite a sundered limb of Indian society to its body for achieving more 
effective social and political ends. 

4.6 LET US SUM UP 

We see, from the above discussion, that Mulk Raj Anand uses the novel to explore 
different points of view with regard to untouchability and expose the exploitation of 
the downtrodden in the name of religion. Anand critiques not only Hinduism but the 
other religions also to show how each offers only a partial solution to the problem of 
untouchability. 

4.7 GLOSSARY 

Congenital: Existing since birth. 

Conversion: Changing one's religion. 

4.8 QUESTIONS 

1. Write a detailed note on the social picture of colonial India that emerges f >r 

the novel? 

2. Write a short note on Gandhi's views on'Untouchability in the novel'! 



3. Comment on M.R.Anand's criticism of Hinduism with regard to the practice 
of untouchability. 

4.  Does the novel provide a viable solution to the eradication of untouchability? 
Discuss. 
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This unit will deal with the influence of Gmdhi on Indian fiction in general and Mulk 
Raj h a n d  in particular. It wllI describe in detail Gandhi's zpgearance in the novel 
L'ntouchahle and his speech on tke theme of untouchability. 

In the early decades of the twentieth century, writers felt deepl: inspired b>- Gadhi. 
Man; and Freud. Interestingly, none of them was a man cf lettcrs proper. Bui each 
was, in his own way, a prophet and a seer \vho made people think vigorously The! 
provoked intellectud turn~oil and awakening amongst the intelligcnts~a Of these. 
Gandhi's infr.uence on I n b n  writers was most direct and significant. 

Gandhi is indeed one of the most significant and influential figures of the present 
century. Rabindranath Tagore, the Indian Nobel Laureate, described Gandhi as 
"Mahatma in a beggar's garb." In spite of Gandhi's bitter protest against it, the 
appellation of Mahatma (the Great Soul) has stuck The magnetic personality of 
Mahatma moved the spirit of Indian multitudes to act with high devotion to the cause 


